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I think of our best days  
Tom Kelly 
  

I think of our best days:  
Days of youth and frolicking fun.  
Days when the sun would land particularly so on your shoulders,  
so I’d notice the look of love.   
  
I think of our best days:  
Days of exploration.   
Days we’d set off without a compass, trusting our own hearts and the wonder of the world.   
On days such as this, we’d sail the mighty Mississippi, buoyed by the aroma of love.   
  
I think of our best days:  
Days when I worked hard, but you worked harder (though you thought I did).  
Days of endless talks and endless poems, word upon word, trying to plumb the sound of 
love.  
  
I think of our best days:  
Days that were too short and too long.  
Days when neuropathy had severed your feet from the earth.  
We held each other close, gravity in our hands, love in the slightest touch.    
 
But then you were ready to fly.  
You asked me to let you go. And I did, my love. I smiled, as if to say I was ready too.  
But I was not!   
Death crowed, “All best days are gone!”  
And I believed. For a long while, I believed.  
But not forever.  
For this I know:  
I have tasted of love.  
I have tasted of you, my love, and our 
best days will never be…  
forgotten.  
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Rouse Road Cemetery  

Ryan Tilley 

The gargantuan oak is a guard of the graves  
While the squirrels there are busy with play  
As the moss atop branches surrenders to time  
Like the souls who had sought a delay.  
  
As the visitors pause before jumping the gate,  
They complain about chill in the air.  
At the screech of an owl, an insider is seen.  
He’s the cause of the fear they declare.  
  
For the living, his movements are caught on their film  
In the form of mysterious orb.  
At the sight of his period clothing, a gasp.  
With his energy hard to absorb,  
  
The intruders are spooked by the size of the owl.  
It’s a warning to be on their way,  
But the natural flight of the bird from the tree  
Is an omen, a reason to stay.  
  
Since the visitors want to experience proof  
Of the spirit’s survival from death,  
They are willing to risk an encounter that night,  
But they’ll run away till out of breath  
  
He was buried sans name on the stone, an insult  
From the wealthy; he wanted it fixed.  
It was blank without “Benjamin Miles” on the stone.  
The expensive correction was nixed.  
  
His invisible steps are as heavy as guilt. His complaint 
with the city addressed  
By him angrily haunting disparaging grave.  
His contempt, a catharsis expressed.  
  
The outsiders disturb the insider with talk  
About others; their chatter is lame.  
He desires to remove these researchers from there,  
So he burns an invisible flame!  
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Am I Forgotten?  
Ngan Ling Lung 

  
Mama, Mama,  

The sky turns dark.  
Am I forgotten by the Sun?  

  
No, my dear.  

You are not forgotten.  
The Sun is still here.  

  
Mama, Mama,  

The air turns cold.  
Am I forgotten by the Sun?  

  
No, my dear.  

You are not forgotten.  
The Sun is still here.  

  
Mama, Mama,  

The day turns into the night.  
Am I forgotten by the Sun?  

  
No, my dear.  

You are not forgotten.  
The Sun is still here.  

  
My dearest child,  

I will hold you tight.  
We will sleep through the dark cold night.  

  
At dawn,  

The Sun will rise, 
As promised.  
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Forget about it 
Sonja Jean Craig 
 
WithIn the mist of memory 
Lives the opioid of history 
Comfort in familiarity 
Endorses mediocrity 
The now momentarily 
Is all that is reality 
Affluent with your mastery 
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Forgotten  
Marc Davidson 

  

Forgotten folk from ancient lands,  
born of those who roamed those sands  
can hardly say what works were wrought  
by those before, and with no thought  
dismiss the work of ancient bands,  
return to beverage and viands  
as if by all unseen commands  
they must leave all they were not taught  
to be forgotten.  
  
We must not with demeanor bland  
forget the works of long-dead hands  
for history itself is fraught 
and punished those who have been caught.  
Those ancient works, we must demand  
not be forgotten.  
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A Wet Dream in a Dry Season  
Robert Blenheim 

  
In the middle of a starless night  
a young woman is nearly done disrobing.  
After a day smearing rivers of color on an unfinished canvas  
she collapses on her bed, and with an air of defiance kicks off  
the last remaining article of her clothing, a left sandal  
which makes a softened thud as it lands on the persian rug.  
A tub of steaming clean water in the next room beckons to her  
and hearing its call she rises, stretches, tilts sideways  
to let her nude body leisurely lean against a mahogany bookcase. 
She allows her right hand to drift up, letting its index finger 
randomly select a particular gold-embossed crimson tome:  
A lusciously bound volume of my own collected poems.  
  
She makes a promise.  
Never having even cracked open its covers, she vows  
that after her body emerges clean from the healing sudsy waters  
that will caress her flesh like a thousand lovers' kisses,  
she will drop this book on her bed, let it fly open to any page fate decides.  
Then reclining naked over the page she will read it aloud to herself,  
taking its words in as her many pores had taken the luxurious heat in.  
  
But, alas, the water manages to cleanse her mind as well as her body  
so she forgets about the crimson tome, forgets about her honest vow.  
She goes about her life, moves away to another city, another world,  
takes on one lover and then another, all to fade even in a dream's vision.  
  
Now awake I am moved to finish the dream.  
Eventually married, she lives to an old age, her husband dies, now alone.  
Maybe before she dies she'll finally open the book and read.  
Or maybe she won't.   

Even if she never knows,  
even before I had this dream,  
even before I wrote my first poem,  
maybe even before I was born,  
she had been the one for whom I wrote everything.  
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DEMENTIA  
Peter Gordon 
  
My mother’s mind shattered –  

scattered shards sparkle in her  

brain like beach glass in sand.  

  
Sometimes she grasps a sharp memory,  

a broken piece of mirror that reflects  

a single eye or tuft of white hair.  

  
Recollections melt, race down dunes 

 toward roiling ocean. Names of husband,  

son, sisters, friends – forgotten.  

  
Mom struggles to stand against  

undertow pulling her soul to sea while  

slivers of memory bob in brine around her.  

  
The one thing she does remember –  

she used to be smart. “I’m so stupid,”  

she tells me over and over.  

  
Obsession to recover her old self gave her 

power to rip through restraints, head for  

her door to find it -- until she tripped,  

  
hip broken, chained to bed for the rest  

of her life. Hell must be like this – no comfort,  

no hope – only pain and prayers for an end.   
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BLUE EYES  
B.J. Alligood 

  
She was well cared for, well fed, clean room, always dressed, but 
for all the years she had been there, her caretakers remained 
nameless strangers, as did her son and daughter.  

  
We, being her daughter and two nieces, came to visit.  
Twenty years before, the nieces had moved 1,000 miles away. Visits 
were few and far between. We were just two more strangers in 
which she had no interest.  
  
Old days were dragged up, memories of 50-plus years, when  
all the cousins were kids and she was a young woman.  
We eventually stopped trying, realizing the effort was useless. 
Suddenly, in the quiet of the room, her eyes lasered onto the 
youngest niece’s eyes.  
  
“Blue Eyes?”  
  
We could see the fog begin to part and lift, recognition 
showing in her eyes. And for whatever reason,  
a little girl with blonde curls and her daddy’s sky blue eyes, 
for which she had been nicknamed, appeared to her.  
  
“Well my goodness! You’re all grown up!”  
  
Her daughter began to cry. We spoke quickly, grasping the 
thin reeds of lucidity for as long as we could.  
But the reeds were scythed down within minutes.  

The mute apathy returned along with eyes that refused  
to look at us and stared into an unfocused distance.  
  
Her daughter was gifted with a few moments of the 
beloved mother she hadn’t seen in years.  

  
She left happy and crushed at the same time, 
wondering how someone can be alive and 
breathing right in front of her, yet dead and  
gone for so long.  
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Forgotten 
Alice Friedman 

 
I sparkle in my dances but 
I’m in the zone and 
      soon 
I too will be a 
     dimple in time 
remembered in retrospect 
     and then 
birthday    yarzheit 
       forgotten 
another name 
on a list of ancestors. 
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Forgotten 
Mark Andrew James Terry 

 

When a tear lies dried 
In the crook of a rune 
A rune no eyes decipher; 
 
When a photo fades 
In a drawer in a box 
Without a name to story; 
 
When a flower, pressed 
Within a tattered book, 
Falls from its pages unnoticed; 
 
When a wreath is placed 
ceremoniously, where 
Bones beneath aren’t known; 
 
A warm wind whispers  
Through time-immemorial,  
Goodbye, goodbye, goodbye.  
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Life After 
Carlton Johnson 
 
When I was married, another life ago, 
frequently, I forgot important dates- 
birthdays and anniversaries ran together 
like melting snow 
I didn’t bother with them,  
forgetfulness and inattention were my bedmates. 
 
I had another plan: 
 
if she didn’t like my forgetting, 
she could find another man. 
 

I regret treating her as if she didn’t matter. 
It might have helped 
if I splattered our home with flowers, 
and took her to a meal, without hesitation. 
 
Life goes, 
off course sometimes, 
but sometimes 
it’s better, after.  
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Aftermath 
Kevin Campbell 

 
We aren’t talking.  
 
I could write something cute, write about ships passing in the night, about calm seas, 
about treacherous waves, about shipwrecks. Or maybe how many months/weeks/days it's 
been, be Prince, be Sinead, count down the hours and days, tell just how deep the time 
has nosedived. But, I’ve lost count of the all the summers I've spent beached. I can’t 
recall how long it’s been since…We. I'd forgotten. And, that's not the point. 
 
We aren’t talking. 
 
I’m sure I can point as many fingers as you can. I’m sure we can both pinpoint exactly 
when love died. I’m sure we would not pick the same moment. I felt you move away long 
before we said goodbye. I bet at least on that we’d agree. I know you’d want this to be 
about you but I just now realized I’ve piloted this ghost ship for much longer than I first 
thought. All you did was climb aboard, raise a toast, pretend to lay on, to fasten a knot, to 
sing shanties, to walk a plank… 
 
We aren’t talking. 
 
No matter how much I’d love to be eternally in Spring, I know full well some things will 
always be born and live and die completely in Winter. No matter how much we tried to 
keep each other warm, our efforts were futile, foolish folly bound to succumb to frigid 
waste, to the mountains of ice we’d spent lifetimes forming. No ship has ever survived 
between two icebergs- perhaps we should have known… 
 
We aren’t talking. 
 
Sometimes you can sail seven seas laughing hard in every port yet still never land home. 
Sometimes “for a season” vs. “for a reason” vs. “for a lifetime” is complete and utter 
nonsense. Sometimes you can get everything right and still fail miserably. Sometimes 
you discover you’ve been asking the wrong questions.  
 
We aren’t talking. 
 
Yet here we are at the end of the world with Death peeking in through both our 
windows...  
 
Here I am, at last with the right questions, yet dreading to ask, yet hoping for answers, 
unsure I want to say or hear either.  
 
Here I am with my finger poised over a button, with Death outside my door, sitting with 
my pride, and my need, and myself…and wondering which of us three will die first. 
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Remembering the Forgotten Ones  
Judith Krum 
 
And some there be, which have no memorial, who are perished, as though they had  
never been  
                                                                                                Ecclesiasticus (KJV) 44:9  
  
Let us now praise the famous ones, and tell of their wondrous deeds,  
Their just rule and power,  
Their eloquence and their accomplishments,  
These who have lived peaceably and have had knowledge.  
These famous ones were renowned for their prophecies,  
For wise counsel, recited verses, and musical tunes.  
All of them who were honored in their time,  
Who had given such service that their names    
Were known as the glory of their generation,  
With their names written in the books of history.  
But there were many who were lost in the past,  
Who never had memorials built for them,  
Who had no odes written for them,  
No hymns raised upon their deaths,  
No homilies spoken for their passing.  
Their names have been erased by the winds of time,  
But these forgotten ones were merciful, compassionate.  
They stood fast with righteousness,   
And with their children lived within the covenant.  
These forgotten ones are buried in unmarked graves,  
With no fanfare, no glory for the ages.  
The forgotten ones live on   
In the invisible deeds of their children,  
In the inheritance of the community that lives in peace.  
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Rooted  
Jerri Hardesty 
  
It stands,  

Forgotten,  

In the meadow,  

Down the road,  

Beyond a fringe of trees.  

The old barn,  

The rough, hand-cut beams  

Still stand and span,  

Though sunlight streams  

Through rotting cracks;  

And even as it leans  

Slightly to the South,  

Toward the river mouth,  

It almost seems  

A purposeful thing.  

Along one side,  

A splash of colors riot,  

Irises planted  

In a long-ago Spring,  

Still tucked around the seam  

Between the building  

And the earth,  

A beautiful skirt  

Rising up from the dirt.  
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To Be Forgotten  

Gary Childress 

So many people and things forgotten  
People I knew and things I did quite often  
People and things I may never see or experience again  
Some I enjoyed and some I didn’t  
So many that I can’t recall  
Or even begin   
To sufficiently recollect them all  
  
But I do recollect some  
And cherish them…each and every one  
  
Memories don’t last forever  
They eventually fade  
Into an indiscernible haze  
Tucked away  
In some dusty and remote corner   
Of gray matter   
Slowly decaying within the brain  
  
Or perhaps it would be a bit more coherent  
To simply call it the spirit  
Or soul  
Or psyche  
Or whatever it might be  
 
That makes us who we are  
And not conscious-less automatons  
  
And I do wonder what happens  
When all the memories are gone  
For good and forever  
Will any part of us carry on?  
Somewhere beyond  
The realm of the material  
  
And if not  
Then will I too eventually be  
Ultimately  
No more than someone that someone forgot?  
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SO THEY WILL NOT BE FORGOTTEN           
Lynn Schiffhorst 

 

Dedicated to you, the survivors of the Holocaust                                 

              

Why have I written these poems?                                                       

To call back the people you lost,                                                          

to allow you to open the graves of your darlings, 

but after – after I have been there  

and whistled the flesh back home from its journey, 

woken the dog-like bones and jewelry,  

set out the old paths that led to their homes  

and planted these trees where I’ve hung up your memories,         

     shining in the sun,  

of those who died miserably, meanly, unjustly.  

  

Yes, now that that’s done, you may walk down these poems, 

assured that your loved ones are waiting.  

And on every path, the souls of your darlings,  

alive all these years by living in your souls,  

will leap through your smiles and eyeholes,  

will jump from my words, take up their flesh again,  

smile back at you, dance, and . . . .  

Listen – they’re calling your name!  
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THE HOUSE GOES ON WITHOUT HER 
Llewellyn McKernan 
 
The broom still knows how to sweep. 
The broken jar hopes to be whole 
again. And the dust motes 
 
that once settled on her juried brow 
check out the window sill now, the fresh 
avocado seed determined to sprout  
 
without more water. Once married  
to her hand, the refrigerator holds onto the ice 
she used to suck on, just in case, 
 
the mouth they’ve forgotten 
returns. The stillness of the desk 
silences even the humble wash of letters, 
 
their past, present and future 
being returned to sender. Sometimes the  
green porch-swing dreams 
 
of an uncertain weight again, 
the iron knocker on the front door 
gives to the beloved its sleep. Alone, 
 
the walls do not collapse in  
on their treasures; all the living 
room’s fragrant shadows cushion 
 
an absence. Even the pig-iron 
stove will live, whose crooked neck 
knows its ashes, how they will rise 
 
again in a fire whose flame 
will burn redder and more  
tender than the setting sun.  
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The End of War  
Diane Neff 

  

The rutted paths worn bare by soldiers’ boots  

have faded, smoothed from years of wind and rain   

with grasses grown tall over rough terrain  

and dandelions sending down their roots.  

The sacrifices made in war reduced 

to memories, decisions made in pain  

and not forgotten, pulse throughout every vein  

as strong as rising sap in northern spruce.  

And when the last of warriors will have gone  

to their rewards, escaping private hell  

where keeping silent, never to defend  

their actions, finally come to brightening dawn, 

the sun shines gold, a gentle, warm farewell,  

and soothes the dreamers, lets the nightmares end.   
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Paper Products  
Ted Hamilton 

  
Live oaks have shed their old garments and put on spring green.  
Multi-hued azalea blossoms have graced and gone.  
Bougainvillea are splashed across landscape and fencerow.   
Crepe myrtles are stretching out new limbs toward blooms to come.  
Don’t forget to stock up on paper products from the grocery bin.  
  
The daily incidence of new Covid-19 cases appears to be stabilizing,   
Tentative, tantalizing, wash your hands and cross your fingers,  
Hope and pray, especially pray, that the virus will lose interest  
And fall away like last year’s brown and fallen leaves.  
But paper products still can’t be found in the grocery store bin.  
 
So do your tasks, wear your masks, call & talk, take a walk.  
Eat good food, have a good mood, get along, sing a song,  
Work and play, enjoy this day, dream, have some ice cream.  
Think twice, be nice, hug your spouse and your kids.  
After all, grocery shelves will soon be stacked with paper products again.  
  
Thank you, each and all, for your dedication, industry, patience and perseverance.  
You are all figuring out how to get it done, and how to get it done together.  
Sometime soon we will return to normal, albeit a new and different normal.  
I am confident that we will be better, stronger, more resilient, more effective,  
Because, just in time, grocery shelves are filled with paper products again!  
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Gone  
Shari Yudenfreund-Sujka 

  
  
I remember.  
At least I think I remembered.  
Remember what?  
Hmmmm….  
  
I forgot that.  
How could I have forgotten that?  
I remember it now.  Really?  
Hmmmm….  
  
Will they remember me?  
I can’t remember them.  
Today I can remember them though.  
For today.  Maybe just for today then.  
  
Cards opened and then forgotten.  
Birthdays barely recalled.  
My own age an enigma to me.  
Anniversaries forgotten.  
  
A screaming daughter for not remembering her dreams.  
What about my dreams?  Strange, did I ever have any?  
Yes, I remember.  Not wanting to be forgotten.  
Remember me.  
  
Another rough week of things to do forgotten despite the lists.  
Forgetting to feed the birds and water the plants.  
Sad, irritable, angry, scared, despair setting in.  
Trying not to give in to it all.  
  
Feeling like a cartoon character that at any moment there could be a flash of light,  
And poof, I am gone.  
Remembered.  
Forgotten.  
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The Song That Lives On (Unforgotten Lyrics) 
Althea Arzadon 
 

Dementia…it’s like the brain has lost its inertia, 

I asked Cecilia as she was being wheeled into the recreational area, 

“Where is your room Ma’am?”, she looked at me but couldn’t remember which room she 
came from. 

I continued to ask her, “What is your birthday?”. Cecile couldn’t remember even the 
month, or day, or year. 

Though she has a perfectly good ear, 

Because when they played a song of Elvis, she remembers every word. 

And mimics how he shakes his pelvis. 

Music transcends over every brain cell, over axons and dendrites, 

Amazing how it is so alright. 

“Love me tender, love me sweet. Never let me go…”. She kept on singing as her face was 
beaming.  

Forget that Cecile didn’t even remember her name. 

She remembers the song.  
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Each Thing a Poem    
Holly Mandelkern 
 
Closet-cleaning I unzip 
a packet of old treasures, 
photos and artifacts forgotten 
yet stamping a time— 
four report cards in thin brown envelopes,  
American Legion award from ninth grade  
    (my name and Ted's announced over the public address system),           
laminated, hanging over my bed for years 
where I let my mind wander and imagine 
who and what I might become.  
 
Next are photos of fellow day camp counselors (I liked Marc), 
my handwritten poem, "The Sea of Life,"   
the Jacksonville Journal article on junior class president, Gary, and me,  
my essay read at confirmation on obstacles to faith, 
a postcard of The Cloisters— mysterious, medieval— from senior trip to New York City, 
 
postcard of the Parthenon and duck pond from "The Athens of the South," 
    (Marc, Gary, and I attended the same college in Nashville) 
fraternity photo of tuxedoed Prince Charming (green chiffon gown, upswept hair for me), 
medieval history term paper with red marks by professor, 
university diplomas, two, 
an incomplete collage. 
  
Folded is a kindergarten progress report— 
"Works quietly, purposefully, and with industry. 
Sings well with obvious enjoyment. 
Expresses ideas thoughtfully and soberly." 
Except for "sings well," my kindergarten teacher nailed it. 
       (Maybe "rhymes well") 
Career and academic counselors and report cards were less prophetic 
than this yellowed paper, a blueprint  
probably unread, surely forgotten, 
now at the top 
of this mount of mementos. 
 
Some papers and images have already cast their light or borne fruit 
but none will be wasted.    
Today's reminiscence and their scent 
may yet simmer, stewing 
themselves into poems.   
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Gone but Never Forgotten  
Chris Flocken 

 

As I lay in bed unable to sleep  

I see him, lying in the shadows  

across the room, and I am comforted.  

  
As I prepare dinner, I anticipate him  

always at my feet. I look down,  

reminded he’s gone, and I am sad.  

  
As I go for a walk, it feels as if  

a limb has been amputated.  

My heart aches, and I am lonely.  

  
My faithful friend and companion  

no longer looks at me with big, sad eyes,  

asking why he’s in so much pain.  

  
I wish I believed in a better place, but I  

know I gave him the best of lives, and  

now he resides forever in my heart.  

He is gone, but never forgotten.  
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Watchkeeper   
Teresa Bruce 
 
pain. white light, too bright 
fades. blurred green, blue, gray whirls 
around with red beside on rough warm ground. 
leash wrapped round wrist tugs brown fur against, comforts,  
shrugs. voice unknown from somewhere yells, tone  
pungent as stench of mud and copper coating cheek, hair  
drenched. pain. WAILing ROARing ambulance. 
 
a thousand questions. maybe just two 
 
yes, I do know who and where I am (still lying, still, on rough warm ground) and how to fumble phone. 
pain. slur each word. neighbor screeches here. takes leash, keys, fur. now,  
I breathe 
 
but I don’t know at all what Everyface asks as Everyvoice insists I tell what I cannot 
recall. bumping transport pain. curl against hospital noonday cacophony. am asked  
again. does Anyone hear, did Everyone forget, my answer? I still don’t know: 
 
I’ve no idea who stands watch, alert while I lie still 
in soft cool sheets or on rough warm ground, punching 
time clock off- and on-duty minutes while consciousness, 
unaware, takes dreamless breaks. 
 
kind nurse wipes gently at my face, irrigates injured, aching head. tells me I can leave this place. Odd! 
shouldn’t a doctor examine me first? 
her head tilts, points across room, claims he just did. calls him over. hands me thick  
stack of stapled papers. shows me where to sign receipt. he (loudly) orders three days’ quiet 
rest without reading, screen time, or light. return to ER, he says, only  
if high fever, projectile vomiting, or unconsciousness strike. 
 
home. clothes fall to tile, feet step into shower, water warms except where burns. 
done, terry cloth reddens, darkens. sniff unwashed hair, skin. try again. 
lathered arms now dry itch, face cracks, eyes leak stinging sudsy tears. go back in. 
rinse soap away. wrap in towel. need rest. pain in head. stumble toward bed. must dress. 
jigsaw fabrics in hand, but why? I stand. minutes pass. remember need for shirt, at last.  
jeans and underclothes confuse...which goes when? I try, then put both on again. 
two-plus hours to shower and dress. 
 
three days’ blessed, peaceful entombment. pain divine. five weeks blur past. pain. 
two-hour showers, hour-egg-sandwich assemblies. pain. find forgotten discharge stack:  
page three, line two-thirds down shouts broken news: RETURN TO ER IN 48 HRS. I think  
docs ought to wait, hold directions for person taking concussed one home, not instruct 
hurting head trauma patient alone. 
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Our Friend Donnie  
Phyllis Frediani 

  

I first met Donnie when he was in the fifth grade 

When he and my son Noah, oh, what mischief they made. 

He came over for a visit and they jumped off a neighbor’s roof, 

Until I told my son to stop behaving like a goof. 

No matter what the weather or if a holiday, 

Noah, his brother Adam and Donnie went to play. 

In the winter I made them pancakes and hot cocoa, before they bundled up and went out to 

shovel snow. 

All day they worked hard and found a lot of things funny, and when they got back, they had 

pockets full of money. 

One sad day came and we moved away. 

The boys had grown, and there was no more play. 

But Donnie saved his dollars and his nickels and dimes, and flew down to Florida for some 

more good times. 

He knew good friends when he had them, he was no fool. 

They had a cookout, lots of laughs and went swimming in the pool. 

When our son Adam got married, Donnie came too, to the island of Eleuthera where the ocean 

is bright blue. 

He was right there with us for the wedding on the beach, always fun, always smiling, he was 

such a peach. 

I remember Donnie, his sparkling eyes and bright smile and how he was always willing to go 

the extra mile. 

But all too young he died. He’s gone forever. 

All I can say is, I’ll never forget him, no never… for there in my memory, he will always be, 

our dear friend Donnie, was like a son to me. 
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Closed for Forgotten  
Robyn Weinbaum 
 
Every year, every day 
I’ve written 
transcribed words images 
scrolling through the 
archives hiding in my head. 
Now, 
they are too hidden 
pathways blocked 
shortcuts forgotten 
gateways rusted shut 
with this gloom. 
The sadness was an 
express track  
savior in my former life. 
That is ended. 
These may be the last words 
I ever write. 
This search for where 
discipline drive desperation 
that kept the hallways  
swept, clear of rocks, 
of blockades, it unlocked doors. 
That, too, is gone. 
Replaced with dry pens 
endless games of solitaire 
my fingers hands 
busy busy busy 
with less than trivia. 
So hail to the nothing. 
Hail to the once upon a time. 
Ave atque vale 
To me. 
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FORGOTTEN  
Karen Hartner 
 

In this land of upheaval 

Where life feels almost medieval 

I remember that I forgot 

To buy toilet paper 

It’s not that I need alot 

A little bit will do 

With a lil more for number 2 

Yet when I go into the store 

Shelves are empty, there’s no more 

Who’s buying all the paper? 

I can’t wait til much later. 

Who remembered what I forgot? 

Who’s stockpiling? Making me fraught. 

Certainly the stores will get more soon. 

“Not today, check back Wednesday at noon.” 

One week, two weeks, three weeks go by. 

No tp sightings, I’m about to cry. 

“This is crazy!” I post online 

To my neighbors I now whine 

Then my husband says, “Um honey…” 

“Ya wanna hear something funny?” 

As he pulls something down from the shelf 

My mouth drops and I say to myself 

“Oh my gosh, that’s right I forgot  

That’s where the extra tp is I bought.” 
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Forgotten  
Frank Masi 

 
Have you forgotten 
what we should not forget? 
Have we lost our inner life– 
that twin we call soul  
whose loss we’ll soon regret? 
 

Have we forgotten  
our fathers and mothers? 
Has their nurturing patience 
which brought us full term 
lie burned in life’s smolders? 
 

Have we forgotten  
teachers who grew our minds? 
Those patient and gentle souls 
who molded our ways– 
memories now gone blind. 
 

Have we forgotten 
our dear and faithful friends  
who from playgrounds to banquets 
shared our youthful dreams 
now blurred through life’s lens?    
 

Have we forgotten  
the brave soldiers that died? 
Did their final sacrifice 
really mean so little 
we find no time to cry? 
 

Where is that album  
of memories gone by? 
That collection of portraits– 
pages in our mind’s eye.   
 

Forgotten forever           
or just dormant mindscapes 
waiting to be resurrected 
like old videotapes? 
Take a moment 
See what you’ve gotten 
from life’s rich treasures 
maybe lost… 
      but not forgotten. 
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Forgotten  
Estelle Lipp 

 
The universe conducts its symphony 
 naturally, with ease and 
 all is as it should be. 
 
 Leaves fall from branches, 
 waves ebb after cresting, 
 the wind quiets after howling. 
 
 Mothers let go 
 of small hands extended, 
 trying to hold on 
 when the school bus arrives. 
 
 Through the years, 
 watching myself 
 release my dreams for you, 
 not destined to be, 
 I struggle to believe 
 forgetting is part of the score. 
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SLIPPING  
Stan Sujka 
 
Why did I come into this room? 
 
I am walking alone 
We all take these final steps  
Alone 
 
The bright sun is dead 
The moon has gone black 
Stars sparkle without warmth 
The world is cold  
Getting colder 
The fire  
Warms for only a short time 
 
I am slipping 
It starts by first not remembering  
A word 
Name  
A place 
Or what I came in here for 
 
Who are you? 
I know you from somewhere 
you say  
“I love you” 
I am trying to remember 
Your face 
But 
It is like trying to capture smoke with my hands 
 
I do recall the old gypsy fortuneteller  
Grabbing my hands 
Pointing my palms to heaven 
Glaring at the lines 
Her crystal ball  
And 
Her murmurs 
and 
The black room  
 

 




